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• Knowledge and Experience 

Making a profit of Italy's experience in hosting a successful Universal Exposition only 7 years ago 

• Beauty and History 

Representing the attractiveness of a unique city like Rome 

• Universality and Interest 

Engaging countries for the chosen theme and for the opportunities it represents for them 

• Participation and Inclusion 

Developing the concept of participation of countries by listening to their needs and desires 

• Innovation and Technology 

Creating an innovative project and peace to measure up to today's social trends 

• Regeneration and Development 

Planning an urban development plan exemplifying the contents of the theme 

• Legacy and Commitment 

Building a material and immaterial legacy capable of generating a future for Rome and the world 

• People and territories 

Sharing our knowledge, using our experience to ensure that we preserve and improve tomorrow's world.

Expo 2030 Roma 
A candidacy built on



1 Why Rome

The choice to host Expo 2030 in 
Rome presents BIE member with 
genuinely compelling advantages.  

Roma 2030 offers every nation the 
chance to express their vision with 
imagination, boldness, immediate 
relevance and a practical long term 
vision.  

It represents the Best of All Worlds, 
combining ancient heritage with bold 
modernity, commercial pragmatism 
with enlightened sustainability, and 
veneration of nature with urban 
realities.

Italy 436,7 million 
guest-nights in 2019, 
world’s 5th in arrivals

Fiumicino – 43.4 million passengers

Ciampino – 6 million passengers

Termini – 150 million annual visitors

Tiburtina – 51 million annual visitors

Civitavecchia – 2,5 million cruise 
passengers in 2019Rome welcomes more 

than 19.5 million 
visitors every year

Target 30 million visits 
51% domestic 
49% international

“Rome is that arrow. 
Time Is on Our Side.” 
Giampiero Massolo



Where in Rome

Expo Roma 2030 is located within Tor 
Vergata, a neighbourhood in the 
southeast of the capital, easily 
accessible from the centre of Rome.  

In so many ways, Expo 2030 Roma 
will extend beyond the boundaries of 
its site, unconstrained by time or 
space or place.  

Sitting in the heart of the ancient 
Imperial Forum we will build a teaser 
pavilion for Expo. A pavilion that 
forms the starting point of a journey 
through time and greenery along the 
old Appian way (Appia Antica Park) 
leading to the Expo site.

Expo beyond boundaries: 
a journey through time and space



Champion for Change

With values aligned to UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDG) in the year when 
those SDGs are up for review 
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SOCIAL POLICIES

SETTLEMENT PRACTICES

RELATIONAL NETWORKS

CULTURAL AND 
ARTISTIC EXPRESSIONS

ACCESSIBILITY

LOGISTICS

SMART CITY DEVICES

CLEAN ENEGY PRODUCTION

RESOURCES CONSERVATION

WASTE TREATMENT

FOOD AND COMMODITIES

TERRITORIAL GOVERNANCE

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

URBAN AND SETTLEMENT

BUILDING PRACTICES

HEALTH POLICIES

“How can we live and prosper together 
in an increasingly uncertain, unforgiving 
and more complex world?”

“People and Territories: Regeneration, Inclusion and Innovation” will mean 
facing together the challenges that the present imposes on everyone: 
climate change, exploitation of resources, urban development, major 
migratory flows, issues which in the Expo 2030 Rome platform will be 
actively investigated to introduce new solutions, ideas and strategies. 

The chosen theme is in full continuity with the Dubai Expo ("Connecting 
Minds, Creating the Future') and Osaka ("Designing future societies for our 
lives") Expo 2030 Rome will open on 1 May and close on 31 October 2030 

Theme and subtheme People and Territories 
Together



The Theme is Everything… 
Everything is the Theme

Tor Vergata lends itself as an ideal place to build innovative Regeneration, 
Inclusion and Innovation, based on social inclusion and community action 
(People) and the reimagining and nurturing of environments (Territories) that 
are the central theme of Expo. 



3Site Concept and 
Architecture



The site masterplan is the physical 
manifestation of People and 
Territories, a space that celebrates 
nature and humans co-existing in 
harmony.

A new paradigm 
between People 
and Territories

A mosaic of People 
and Territories

The first post-carbon 
Expo in history

Design principles



The Expo 2030 Roma site masterplan brings 
together three main elements: 
• The Boulevard: central area forms a parade 
up and down the site passing all the national 
pavilions.  

• The City: the arm embracing the Boulevard 
to the West is a functional ‘urban’ area that 
houses all the operational elements and the 
Expo Village  

• The Park: on the eastern side is a natural 
green area that is both an exhibition space 
and also plays an active role, helping to feed 
Expo 2030.

Three main areas

THE CITY 
38 HA

THE PARK 
58 HA

THE BOULEVARD 
58 HA



The natural green area celebrates and 
demonstrates the rural and agricultural 
relationships between People and 
Territories. 
In the Theme Parks, the visitor will find 
new model farms, nursery gardens, 
markets and kitchens, and examples of 
different natural habitats and cultivated 
areas.  
The Theme Parks will also show how 
state-of-the-art technology can be 
integrated into nature to enhance and 
protect it. 
• Energy Theme Park 

• Agriculture Theme Park 

• Water Theme Park 
• History and Time Theme Park

Theme parks



Site architecture

At the macro level, the site is built to 
house three main types of pavilion: 
• National Pavilions: exhibition areas 
managed by the participating 
countries; total design freedom to 
express their national identity. 

• Theme Pavilions: ‘landmark’ 
exposition structures representing 
Theme and Sub-themes; immersive 
and multi-sensory paths for 
edutainment. 

• Unofficial Pavilions: exposition areas 
managed by international 
organizations and partner companies 
are distributed along the axes through 
the Park. 



Theme areas

The site masterplan will construct a 
whole integrated and immersive 
visitor experience that extends 
beyond the site into the heart of the 
city and embraces every dimension of 
People and Territories, including 
sustainability, mobility, and new 
models for living. 
Theme Pavilions and Theme areas 
guide the visitors in the whole journey 
through Expo 2030 Roma, starting 
from the city center and the voyage to 
get to Expo site. 



Teaser Pavilion: 
The new inclusive 
Foundation

The Teaser Pavilion is located inside 
the Palazzo Silvestri Rinaldi adjoining 
the ancient Imperial Forum and 
Coliseum.  
The Pavilion will form a showcase 
introduction to the Expo and also a 
functional one, signposting the visitor 
to transport links and the start of the 
walking or cycling journey



Endless Voyage: 
a journey through 
time in space

A Green Path to Expo through the 
Appia Antica Archaeological Park and 
Parco degli Acquedotti that traces a 
12 km walking or cycling route along 
the ancient Via Appia beside the 
associated Roman aqueduct.  
The path will incorporate mobility 
interchange nodes that provide hired 
bicycles or small electric vehicles as 
well as stops for driverless electric 
shuttles. 



Mobility 
Bridge

The Endless Voyage path will end on 
the new green “landscape bridge” 
across the A1 Autostrada to form the 
main southerly access to the Expo 
site.  
The Mobility Bridge is designed to 
mingle with the natural landscape and 
vegetation to provide a “biological 
corridor” for humans, animals and 
plants, as well as a theme area in its 
own right.



Pale Blue Dot: 
The Nature of 
the World

Forming the South Pole Pavilion on 
the Boulevard, the Pale Blue Dot 
Theme Pavilion is a dynamic 
representation of nature and culture, 
with a self-contained controlled 
climate ecosystem spiralling up from 
frigid zones to tropical ones.  
Around the Pavilion, Trans-cultural 
Park of the World collects various 
vegetable species and exposition 
elements will show the relationship 
between man and plant life in the 
different cultures.



Eco-system 0.0: 
Green energy as 
experience

The ‘North Pole’ Theme Pavilion is a 
place where all the human and energy 
flows of Expo are displayed and made 
apparent: this is a pavilion that 
celebrates the world’s networks.  
It is also a functional nexus that 
collects and distributes water and 
solar energy flows around the site; an 
active engine that powers Expo. This 
is the tallest structure on site, 
housing an urban cooling tower that 
absorbs and disperses the heat 
produced by the event activities.



Architecture  
for resilience

The natural and artificial trees are 
joined by other elements on the 
plantation grid, which become tiles of 
a broader mosaic: the experimental 
agricultural fields, the aquaculture 
pools, the gardens with plants from 
all over the world.  

All these elements become pixels of 
the Expo mosaic. 

The Roman plantation grid 
becomes a mosaic of People 
and Territories.



Net Carbon Zero 
Community
When seen from above, the Expo 
Roman 2030 site will resemble an 
actual mosaic, thanks to its 
widespread use of solar panels.  
This complex energy infrastructure 
will form a Italy’s first Net Carbon Zero 
Community; an eco-system capable of 
autonomously balancing itself, thanks 
to its symbiotic relationship between 
the Energy Centre centralised 
distribution 
hub and the extensive Expo Solar Park.  
Adding to the power of the Solar Park 
will be hundreds of ‘solar trees’, 
multifunctional structures that open 
or close depending on ambient light 
and heat and provide not just 
electricity but also active cooling and 
shade for visitors during the day.
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Participants

The provision of exhibition space on site 
and the allocation of pavilions 
assumes at least 150 countries and more 
than 20 corporate and other 
organizations will wish to participate 
and must be guaranteed equal dignity, 
respect and prominence in terms of 
visibility, access and services. 

Estimates of participant numbers are 
based on the experiences of 
previous Expos, principally Expo 2015 
Milano, as well as the observation 
of arrangements for Expo 2025 Osaka. 
Such estimates are also guided by 
assessing of the nature of ongoing 
diplomatic relations between Italy and 
other countries. 



Multi-level 
Participation

A flexible model of pavilion provision maximises opportunities to 
co-create both temporary and permanent pavilions in partnership 
with developing countries, international NGOs, and other active 
forces in society

PROGRAMS FOR SELF-BUILT PAVILIONS PROGRAMS FOR  RENTED PAVILIONS



Multi-level 
Participation

A flexible model of pavilion provision maximises opportunities to 
co-create both temporary and permanent pavilions in partnership 
with developing countries, international NGOs, and other active 
forces in society

PROGRAMS FOR ASSISTED PAVILIONS PROGRAMS FOR  SELF-BUILT PERMANENT PAVILIONS



Regeneration beyond 
reclamation
Post-Expo, Roma 2030 aims to extend Regeneration beyond 
mere reclamation based on an ‘urban construction’ 
approach, to promote activities rooted in local context that 
integrate social action with innovation. The results will be 
apparent in enhanced natural elements of the landscape, 
more sustainable mobility and enhancements to built 
infrastructure.

POST-EXPO RECONFIGURATION FOR  
SELF-BUILT PERMANENT PAVILIONS



The more detailed Expo legacy will take 
four different forms: 
• Tangible Legacy 
• Physical Legacy 
• Institutional Legacy 
• Intangible Legacy 

Repurposing of the Expo site facilities 
and structures that will be left behind is 
guided by the Post-Expo Masterplan 
that emphasize enhancement of natural 
landscapes, reconnecting the site with 
the wider district of Tor Vergata, 
interconnecting nearby green 
areas to become living habitats, 
upgrading existing infrastructure 
to give these areas a new purpose, such 
as expanding the nearby 
University campus..

5Sustainable Legacy 
Tor Vergata Post-Expo
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